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OpenType Features

Stylistic Alternatives
Proportional Lining
Proportional Oldstyle
Tabular Lining
Tabular Oldstyle
Case Sensitive Forms
Fractions
Slashed Zero
Numerator
Denominator
Superscript
Subscript
Scientific Inferiors
Ordinals
Ornament
Localised Forms
Stylistic Set 01
Stylistic Set 02
Stylistic Set 03
Stylistic Set 04
Stylistic Set 05
Stylistic Set 06

Language Support

Afrikaans, Albanian, Asu, Basque, Bemba, 
Bena, Bosnian, Catalan, Cebuano, Chiga, 
Colognian, Cornish, Corsican, Croatian, 
Czech, Danish, Embu, English, Esperanto, 
Estonian, Faroese, Filipino, Finnish, French, 
Friulian, Galician, Ganda, German, Gusii, 
Hungarian, Icelandic, Ido, Inari Sami, 
Indonesian, Interlingua, Irish, Italian, 
Javanese, Jju, Jola-Fonyi, Kabuverdianu, 
Kalaallisut, Kalenjin, Kamba, Kikuyu, 
Kinyarwanda, Kurdish, Latvian, Lithuanian, 
Lojban, Low German, Lower Sorbian, Luo, 
Luxembourgish, Luyia, Machame, 
Makhuwa-Meetto, Makonde, Malagasy, 

Malay, Maltese, Manx, Maori, Meru, 
Morisyen, North Ndebele, Northern Sami, 
Northern Sotho, Norwegian Bokmål, 
Norwegian Nynorsk, Nyanja, Nyankole, 
Occitan, Oromo, Polish, Portuguese, 
Romanian, Romansh, Rombo, Rundi, Rwa, 
Samburu, Sango, Sangu, Sardinian, Scottish 
Gaelic, Sena, Shambala, Shona, Slovak, 
Slovenian, Soga, Somali, South Ndebele, 
Southern Sotho, Spanish, Swahili, Swati, 
Swedish, Swiss German, Taita, Taroko, Teso, 
Tsonga, Tswana, Turkmen, Upper Sorbian, 
Vunjo, Walloon, Walser, Wolof, Xhosa, Zulu

Numerators Denominators Scientific Inferiors
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Eurostar
SNCF

TurboTrain
Aérotrain
Intercity
Stirling
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S–Gauge ⭢S–Gauge
Rotterdam⭢Rotterdam

Stylistic Set 01 — Alternate g

Stylistic Set 03 — Alternate J

Stylistic Set 04 — Alternate &

Stylistic Set 05 — Enclosed Circled Figures

Stylistic Set 02 — Alternate t

⭢Bicyles 🚲 Bicyles 🚲
Stylistic Set 06 — Enclosed Pictograms

⭢1967—'8 2 1967—'82
onum — Lowercase Figures

⭢12.32,39 12.32,39
tnum — Tabular Figures

⭢ORANJE ORANJE
⭢
⭢

B&Q, GB
①②③East

B&Q, GB
①②③East
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Offbeat ⭢Offbeat 
OUDEDĲK⭢OUDEDĲK

liga — Ligatures

zero — Slashed Zero

ordn — Ordinals

frac — Arbitrary Fractions

locl — Localised Forms

⭢A23 B94 A2³ B⁹4
numr — Numerators

⭢D40 E8 2 D4₀ E₈2
dnom — Denominators

⭢Fleuron 3 Fleuron 3
ornm — Fleurons & Ornaments

⭢₹2065.00 ₹2065.00
⭢
⭢

Cuarto 4o
Q1/430

Cuarto 4º
Q1/43₀
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2bH2O2 ⭢2�H�O� 
E2abc+ G9⭢E�a��+ G�

subs — Subscrip Figures & 

case — Case Sensitive Forms

sups — Superscript Figures & Let-

⭢@(S&DR) @(S&DR)
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Valþjófsstaðarfjall
Tees Valley Line

Railways Act 1921
Siemens ES64U4

ICM 1977
KONČAR Group
012345678
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6S&DR4
∞Hyperloop
🗘⟦Track⟧�
1Sleepers🤫
¶Departing
🛫12:00🛬
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train¹ [trein] 〈f3〉 〈telb.zn.〉 0.1 trein 0.2 sleep 〈vnl. v. japon〉 � 〈fig.〉
 nasleep 0.3 gevoel � stoet, sleep 0.4 rij � reeks, rist, opeenvolging;
 〈fig.〉 aaneenschakeling, keten, gang, loop 0.5 〈mil.〉 trein � tros, artil- 
 erie/belegeringstrein 0.6 〈tech.〉 raderwerk � mechanisme 0.7 〈Can.E〉
 slede 〈i.h.b. voor vracht〉 0.8 loopvuur 〈om explosieven te ontsteken〉
 0.9 pronkstaart 〈bv. v. pauw〉 0.10 staart 〈v. komeet/affuit〉 � 1.4 a ~
 of events een aaneenschakeling v. gebeurtenissen; a ~ of thoughts een 
 gedachtengang 6.1 by ~ per/met de trein; on the ~ in de trein; on the ~
 in de trein; get on a ~ (op een trein) opstappen; get off the ~ (uit de trein)
 uitstappen 6.2 in the ~ of als nasleep van 6.4 preparations are in ~ de 
 voorbereidingen zijnn aan de gang/en train.
tram¹ [træm], 〈in bet. I 0.1 ook〉 ‘tram · car, 〈n bet. II 0.1 ook〉 ‘tram silk
 〈f1〉 〈zn.〉
 I 〈telb. zn.〉 0.1 〈vnl. BE〉 tram � trem, tram/tremwagen 0.2 〈vnl. BE〉
 tramrail 0.3 〈AE〉 kabelwagen 0.4 〈mijnw.〉 (ijzeren) hond � kolenwagen
 〈in mijn〉 0.5 〈tech.〉 justeerapparaat � regeltoestel � 6.1 by ~ met de
 tram;
 II 〈n.-telb. zn.〉 0.1 inslaggaren � inslagzijde  0.2 〈tech.〉 justering � in/
 afstelling.
tram² 〈ww.〉
 I 〈onov. ww.〉 0.1 trammen � tremmen;
 II 〈ov. ww.〉 〈mijnw.〉 0.1 met de (ijzeren) hond/kolenwagen vervoeren. 
‘tram∙line 〈f₁〉 〈zn.〉 〈BE〉
 I 〈telb. zn.〉 0.1 〈vnl. mv.〉 tramrail � tramspoor; 0.2 tramlijn;
 II 〈mv.; ~ s〉 0.1 grondregels � principes; 0.2 〈inf.〉 dubbele zijlijnen
 〈op tennis/badmintonbaan〉.
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Zwolle
Deventer
Arnhem
Nijmegen

Breda
Roosendaal
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St Pancras Station
Shed, W.H. Barlow, 1868
Fancy work, Sir George Gilbert Scott, 1874

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, 
the others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one 
huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A 
vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to 
make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force 
of the beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of cam-
paign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet 
black.

Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a 
closer look, and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in 
front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in compo-
sition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this compe-
tent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket.

Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round 
the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It 
is one of the most astonishing transformations in London, a jump of a hun-
dred miles in a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red brick and hyp-
notic arcading of the Goods Station. London for a moment – and just for 
a moment – seems fussy and flurried, using two words where one will do. 
Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this place 
unbearably nostalgic...

6 Nairn, I., 1966. Nairn’s London. 1ˢᵗ ed. London: Penguin Books, pp.105-106.
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▼ -0.16% Dow Jones 33,745.40 -55.20
▼ -0.36% NASDAQ 13,850.00 -50.19
▼ -0.02% S&P 500 4,127.99 -0.18
▼ -0.43% Russell 2000 2,233.78 -9.69
▼ -0.15% FTSE 100 6,879.01 -9.97
▲ +0.16% CAC 40  6,170.42 8.30
▲ +0.08% DAX  15,230.69 15.73
▼ -0.21% STOXX EU50 3,350.36  -7.14
▼ -0.45% IBEX 35 8,494.20  -38.10
▲ +0.16% Asia Dow USD 3,995.77  6.17
▲ +0.04% S&P/ASX 200 6,976.9  2.19
▼ -0.48% Shanghai Co... 3,396.47 -16.48
▲ +0.15% Hang Seng 28,497.25 43.97
▲ +1.38% S&P BSE Sen... 48,544.06 660.68
▲ +0.72% NIKKEI 225 29,751.61 212.88
▲ +0.44% FTSE Straits... 3,187.90 13.97
▲ +0.44% BOVESPA 118,811.74 141.84
▼ -0.14% S&P/TSX Co... 19,201.28 -26.75
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 Year Built Output Length Weight Seats Trains

SLT 2009—2012 SLT-IV: 1500 kW SLT-IV: 69.4 m SLT-IV: 128.3 tonnes 43,868 131
  SLT-VI: 2000 kW SLT-VI: 100.5 m SLT-VI: 175 tonnes 

SGM SGM-II: 1975—1979 SGM-II: 1280 kW SGM-II: 52.2 m SGM-II: 107.2 tonnes 17,580 90
 SGM-III: 1979—1984 SGM-III: 1280 kW SGM-III: 78.7 m SGM-III: 144 tonnes 
 SGM-II: 2008—2009

 SGM-III: 2003—2006 

DDAR 1991—1998 1500 kW = 2700 pk 3 coaches: 63.2 m 3 coaches: 116 tonnes 7,542 18
 2014—2015  4 coaches: 80.7 m 4 coaches: 137 tonnes 

DDM 1 1984—1986 2000 kW = 2700 pk 4 coaches: 106 m 269 tonnes 9,429 16
 2016    

Stadler/ 2015—2017 2000 kW = 2700 pk 3 coaches: 63.2 m  3 coaches: 119 tonnes 10,000 58

Flirt   4 coaches: 80.7 m 4 coaches: 137 tonnes  

Caf/Civity 2014—2016 5600 kW = 7629 pk 3 coaches: 59.5 m 3 coaches: 110 tonnes 4,163 118
   4 coaches: 75.7 m 4 coaches: 139 tonnes  

DDZ 1984—1986 2400 kW = 3270 pk DDZ-IV: 101.8 m DDZ-IV: 213 tonnes 23,330 50
 2012—2014  DDZ-VI: 154 m DDZ-VI: 323 tonnes 

VIRM 1991—2009 VIRM-IV: 1608 kW VIRM-IV: 108.6 m VIRM-IV: 236 tonnes 86,287 176
 2016—2020 VIRM-VI: 2312 kW VIRM-VI: 162.1 m VIRM-VI: 349 tonnes 

ICMm 1977—1994 ICM-III: 1260 kW ICM-III: 80.6 m ICM-III: 143.8 tonnes 34,786 137
 ICM-III: 2007—2010 ICM-IV: 1890 kW ICM-IV: 107.1 m ICM-IV: 192 tonnes 
 ICM-IV: 2010—2011

Intercity 2014—2016 5600 kW = 7629 pk 1 coach: 18.9 m  85.7 tonnes 4,163 Electric: 6

Direct      ICR: 54

ICE 1988—2000 AC: 8000 kW  200 m 423 tonnes 1,293 3 (NS)
 2017—2019 DC: 4300 kW  

Thalys 1995—1996 AC: 3680 kW 200 m 417 tonnes 754 2 (NS)
  DC: 8800 25 kV 50 Hz   
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St Pancras
is the most
St Pancras is the most Conti-
nental of London train sheds. 
By comparison, the others are 
put together additively, like an 
English cathedral.

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By 
comparison, the others are put together additively, like an 
English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of 
the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throbbing 
hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to 
make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelm-
ing solid force of the beginning or end to journeys. It is paint-
ed light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of 
British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black.

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By 
comparison, the others are put together additively, like an Eng-
lish cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the same 
family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the 
phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough 
weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of 
the beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind 
of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only 
true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the 
platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get there turn right 
out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir 
George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incred-
ibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent 
reckoning up of fees-per-crocket.

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the 
others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge 
all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throb-
bing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough 
weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning 
or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the 
image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up 
at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get there 
turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George 
Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victo-
rian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right 
again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round the backside 
of New Street at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It is one of the most 
astonishing transformations in London, a jump of a hundred miles in a few yards, 
achieved with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic arcading of the Goods 
Station. London for a moment – and just for a moment – seems fussy and flur-
ried, using two words where one will do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky 
Leicestershire would find this place unbearably nostalgic...

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the others are put together ad-
ditively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or 
Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough weight in 
the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as 
some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders 
loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get there turn right out of the 
station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition 
and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. 
Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round the backside of New Street at Bir-
mingham or London Road at Leicester. It is one of the most astonishing transformations in London, a jump 
of a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic arcading of the 
Goods Station. London for a moment – and just for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, using two words 
where one will do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this place unbearably 
nostalgic...

The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-east 
England from 1825 to 1863. The world's first public railway to use steam locomotives, its first line connected 
collieries near Shildon with Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees in County Durham, and was officially opened 
on 27 September 1825. The movement of coal to ships rapidly became a lucrative business, and the line 
was soon extended to a new port at Middlesbrough. While coal waggons were hauled by steam locomotives 
from the start, passengers were carried in coaches drawn by horses until carriages hauled by steam loco-
motives were introduced in 1833.

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train 
sheds. By comparison, the others are put together 
additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge 
all-embracing sweep of the same family as Ham-
burg or Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase 
needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough 
weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid 
force of the beginning or end to journeys. It is painted 
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the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as 
some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders 
loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get there turn right out of the 
station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition 
and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. 
Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round the backside of New Street at Bir-
mingham or London Road at Leicester. It is one of the most astonishing transformations in London, a jump 
of a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic arcading of the 
Goods Station. London for a moment – and just for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, using two words 
where one will do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this place unbearably 
nostalgic...

The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-east 
England from 1825 to 1863. The world's first public railway to use steam locomotives, its first line connected 
collieries near Shildon with Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees in County Durham, and was officially opened 
on 27 September 1825. The movement of coal to ships rapidly became a lucrative business, and the line 
was soon extended to a new port at Middlesbrough. While coal waggons were hauled by steam locomotives 
from the start, passengers were carried in coaches drawn by horses until carriages hauled by steam loco-
motives were introduced in 1833.
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burg or Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase 
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weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid 
force of the beginning or end to journeys. It is painted 

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the oth-
ers are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge all-em-
bracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throbbing 
hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough weight 
in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning or end to 
journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of 
British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far 
end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get there turn right out 
of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, 
incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness 
here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you 
are in Midland Road. You might as well be round the backside of New Street at 
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enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming sol-
id force of the beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light 
as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British 
Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up 
at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, 
and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction 
in front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly 
clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian 
quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-
crocket.

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, 
the others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one 
huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast 
throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make 
enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the 
beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to 
‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gas-
holders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, 
and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the 
shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and in-
credibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning 
up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might 
as well be round the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road 
at Leicester. It is one of the most astonishing transformations in London, a 
jump of a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red 
brick and hypnotic arcading of the Goods Station. London for a moment – and 
just for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, using two words where one will 
do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this place 
unbearably nostalgic...

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the others are put togeth-
er additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as 
Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to 
make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning or end to 
journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only 
true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, 
and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert 
Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this 
competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as 
well be round the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It is one of the 
most astonishing transformations in London, a jump of a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved with 
the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic arcading of the Goods Station. London for a moment – and just 
for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, using two words where one will do. Anyone whose heart was 
lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this place unbearably nostalgic...

The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-east 
England from 1825 to 1863. The world's first public railway to use steam locomotives, its first line 
connected collieries near Shildon with Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees in County Durham, and was 
officially opened on 27 September 1825. The movement of coal to ships rapidly became a lucrative 
business, and the line was soon extended to a new port at Middlesbrough. While coal waggons were 
hauled by steam locomotives from the start, passengers were carried in coaches drawn by horses until 
carriages hauled by steam locomotives were introduced in 1833.
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the 
others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge 
all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throb-
bing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough 
weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning 
or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten 
the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom 
up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get 
there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir 
George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. 
No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-
crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round 
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of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throb-
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is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the 
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kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its 
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the 
others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge 
all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throb-
bing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough 
weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning 
or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the 
image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up 
at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get there 
turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George 
Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No 
Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crock-
et. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round the 
backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It is one of 
the most astonishing transformations in London, a jump of a hundred miles in a 
few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic arcading of the 
Goods Station. London for a moment – and just for a moment – seems fussy and 
flurried, using two words where one will do. Anyone whose heart was lost to 
bricky Leicestershire would find this place unbearably nostalgic...

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the others are put together ad-
ditively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or 
Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough weight 
in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning or end to journeys. It is painted 
light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. 
Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get there turn 
right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever 
in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of 
fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round the backside of 
New Street at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It is one of the most astonishing transformations 
in London, a jump of a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic 
arcading of the Goods Station. London for a moment – and just for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, 
using two words where one will do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this 
place unbearably nostalgic...

The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-east 
England from 1825 to 1863. The world's first public railway to use steam locomotives, its first line con-
nected collieries near Shildon with Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees in County Durham, and was officially 
opened on 27 September 1825. The movement of coal to ships rapidly became a lucrative business, and 
the line was soon extended to a new port at Middlesbrough. While coal waggons were hauled by steam 
locomotives from the start, passengers were carried in coaches drawn by horses until carriages hauled by 
steam locomotives were introduced in 1833.
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the 
others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge 
all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throb-
bing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough 
weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning 
or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the 
image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up at 
the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get there turn 
right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George Gil-
bert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victori-
an quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right 
again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round the backside 
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sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast 
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make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelm-
ing solid force of the beginning or end to journeys. It is paint-
ed light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of 
British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders 
loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a 
closer look, and to get there turn right out of the station. The 
concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, 
incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No 
Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of 
fees-per-crocket.

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, 
the others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one 
huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast 
throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make 
enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the 
beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to 
‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gas-
holders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, 
and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the 
shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and in-
credibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning 
up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might 
as well be round the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road 
at Leicester. It is one of the most astonishing transformations in London, a 
jump of a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red 
brick and hypnotic arcading of the Goods Station. London for a moment – 
and just for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, using two words where 
one will do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find 
this place unbearably nostalgic...

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the others are put togeth-
er additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as 
Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to 
make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning or end 
to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its 
only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer 
look, and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George 
Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in 
this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might 
as well be round the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It is one of 
the most astonishing transformations in London, a jump of a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved 
with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic arcading of the Goods Station. London for a moment – 
and just for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, using two words where one will do. Anyone whose 
heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this place unbearably nostalgic...

The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-east 
England from 1825 to 1863. The world's first public railway to use steam locomotives, its first line 
connected collieries near Shildon with Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees in County Durham, and was 
officially opened on 27 September 1825. The movement of coal to ships rapidly became a lucrative 
business, and the line was soon extended to a new port at Middlesbrough. While coal waggons were 
hauled by steam locomotives from the start, passengers were carried in coaches drawn by horses until 
carriages hauled by steam locomotives were introduced in 1833.
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, 
the others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one 
huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast 
throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make 
enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the 
beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to 
‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gas-
holders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, 
and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the 
shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and in-
credibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning 
up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might 
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some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, 
but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the 
far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to 
get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front 
of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in 
composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness 
here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket.

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the 
others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge 
all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throb-
bing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough 
weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning 
or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten 
the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom 
up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get 
there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir 
George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. 
No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-
crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round 
the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It is 
one of the most astonishing transformations in London, a jump of a hundred 
miles in a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic 
arcading of the Goods Station. London for a moment – and just for a moment 
– seems fussy and flurried, using two words where one will do. Anyone whose 
heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this place unbearably nostal-
gic...

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the others are put together 
additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg 
or Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough 
weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning or end to journeys. It is 
painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour 
is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get 
there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, 
incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent 
reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round 
the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It is one of the most astonishing 
transformations in London, a jump of a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red 
brick and hypnotic arcading of the Goods Station. London for a moment – and just for a moment – seems 
fussy and flurried, using two words where one will do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky Leicester-
shire would find this place unbearably nostalgic...

The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-east 
England from 1825 to 1863. The world's first public railway to use steam locomotives, its first line con-
nected collieries near Shildon with Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees in County Durham, and was officially 
opened on 27 September 1825. The movement of coal to ships rapidly became a lucrative business, and 
the line was soon extended to a new port at Middlesbrough. While coal waggons were hauled by steam 
locomotives from the start, passengers were carried in coaches drawn by horses until carriages hauled by 
steam locomotives were introduced in 1833.
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others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge 
all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throb-
bing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough 
weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning 
or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the 
image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up 
at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get there 
turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George 
Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No 
Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crock-
et. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round the 
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Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are 
worth a closer look, and to get there turn right out of the 
station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George 
Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly 
heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent 
reckoning up of fees-per-crocket.

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, 
the others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one 
huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A 
vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to 
make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force 
of the beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of cam-
paign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet 
black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a 
closer look, and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in 
front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in compo-
sition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this compe-
tent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland 
Road. You might as well be round the backside of New Street at Birming-
ham or London Road at Leicester. It is one of the most astonishing trans-
formations in London, a jump of a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved 
with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic arcading of the Goods Station. 
London for a moment – and just for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, 
using two words where one will do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky 
Leicestershire would find this place unbearably nostalgic...

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the others are put togeth-
er additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as 
Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to 
make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning or end 
to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but 
its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a 
closer look, and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir 
George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaint-
ness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland 
Road. You might as well be round the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road at 
Leicester. It is one of the most astonishing transformations in London, a jump of a hundred miles in a 
few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic arcading of the Goods Station. Lon-
don for a moment – and just for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, using two words where one will 
do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this place unbearably nostalgic...

The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-
east England from 1825 to 1863. The world's first public railway to use steam locomotives, its first line 
connected collieries near Shildon with Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees in County Durham, and was 
officially opened on 27 September 1825. The movement of coal to ships rapidly became a lucrative 
business, and the line was soon extended to a new port at Middlesbrough. While coal waggons were 
hauled by steam locomotives from the start, passengers were carried in coaches drawn by horses 
until carriages hauled by steam locomotives were introduced in 1833.
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the 
others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge 
all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast 
throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make 
enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the 
beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign 
to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. 
Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer 
look, and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of 
the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and 
incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reck-
oning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You 
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the 
others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge 
all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throb-
bing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough 
weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning 
or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten 
the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom 
up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get 
there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir 
George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. 
No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-
crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round 
the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It is 
one of the most astonishing transformations in London, a jump of a hundred 
miles in a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic 
arcading of the Goods Station. London for a moment – and just for a moment 
– seems fussy and flurried, using two words where one will do. Anyone whose 
heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this place unbearably nos-
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the others are put together 
additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Ham-
burg or Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make 
enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning or end to journeys. 
It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour 
is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get 
there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, in-
credibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent 
reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round 
the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It is one of the most astonishing 
transformations in London, a jump of a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red 
brick and hypnotic arcading of the Goods Station. London for a moment – and just for a moment – seems 
fussy and flurried, using two words where one will do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky Leicester-
shire would find this place unbearably nostalgic...

The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-east 
England from 1825 to 1863. The world's first public railway to use steam locomotives, its first line con-
nected collieries near Shildon with Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees in County Durham, and was official-
ly opened on 27 September 1825. The movement of coal to ships rapidly became a lucrative business, 
and the line was soon extended to a new port at Middlesbrough. While coal waggons were hauled by 
steam locomotives from the start, passengers were carried in coaches drawn by horses until carriages 
hauled by steam locomotives were introduced in 1833.
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the 
others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge 
all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throb-
bing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough 
weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning 
or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten 
the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom 
up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get 
there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir 
George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. 
No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-
crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round 
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, 
the others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one 
huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A 
vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times 
to make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid 
force of the beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind 
of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true col-
our is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They 
are worth a closer look, and to get there turn right out of the station. The 
concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly 
clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness 
here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and 
you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round the backside of New 
Street at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It is one of the most 
astonishing transformations in London, a jump of a hundred miles in a few 
yards, achieved with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic arcading of 
the Goods Station. London for a moment – and just for a moment – seems 
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the others are put togeth-
er additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as 
Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to 
make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning or end 
to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but 
its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a 
closer look, and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir 
George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaint-
ness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland 
Road. You might as well be round the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road at 
Leicester. It is one of the most astonishing transformations in London, a jump of a hundred miles in 
a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic arcading of the Goods Station. 
London for a moment – and just for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, using two words where 
one will do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this place unbearably 
nostalgic...

The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-
east England from 1825 to 1863. The world's first public railway to use steam locomotives, its first 
line connected collieries near Shildon with Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees in County Durham, and 
was officially opened on 27 September 1825. The movement of coal to ships rapidly became a lucra-
tive business, and the line was soon extended to a new port at Middlesbrough. While coal waggons 
were hauled by steam locomotives from the start, passengers were carried in coaches drawn by 
horses until carriages hauled by steam locomotives were introduced in 1833.
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, 
the others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one 
huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A 
vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to 
make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force 
of the beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of cam-
paign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet 
black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a 
closer look, and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in 
front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in compo-
sition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this compe-
tent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland 
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English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the 
same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throbbing hang-
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enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming sol-
id force of the beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light 
as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British 
Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up 
at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, 
and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction 
in front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly 
clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian 
quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, 
the others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one 
huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast 
throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make 
enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the 
beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to 
‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gas-
holders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, 
and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the 
shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and in-
credibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning 
up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might 
as well be round the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road 
at Leicester. It is one of the most astonishing transformations in London, a 
jump of a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red 
brick and hypnotic arcading of the Goods Station. London for a moment – and 
just for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, using two words where one 
will do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this 
place unbearably nostalgic...

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the others are put together 
additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Ham-
burg or Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make 
enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning or end to jour-
neys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true 
colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and 
to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert 
Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this 
competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as 
well be round the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It is one of the 
most astonishing transformations in London, a jump of a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved with 
the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic arcading of the Goods Station. London for a moment – and just 
for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, using two words where one will do. Anyone whose heart was 
lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this place unbearably nostalgic...

The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-east 
England from 1825 to 1863. The world's first public railway to use steam locomotives, its first line 
connected collieries near Shildon with Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees in County Durham, and was 
officially opened on 27 September 1825. The movement of coal to ships rapidly became a lucrative 
business, and the line was soon extended to a new port at Middlesbrough. While coal waggons were 
hauled by steam locomotives from the start, passengers were carried in coaches drawn by horses until 
carriages hauled by steam locomotives were introduced in 1833.
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the 
others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge 
all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throb-
bing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make enough 
weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning 
or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten 
the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom 
up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer look, and to get 
there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir 
George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. 
No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-
crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round 
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throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated six-
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‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour 
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is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composi-
tion and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, 
in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket.

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, 
the others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one 
huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A 
vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times 
to make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid 
force of the beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind 
of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true colour 
is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are 
worth a closer look, and to get there turn right out of the station. The 
concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly 
clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness 
here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and 
you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round the backside of New 
Street at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It is one of the most 
astonishing transformations in London, a jump of a hundred miles in a few 
yards, achieved with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic arcading of 
the Goods Station. London for a moment – and just for a moment – seems 
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the others are put to-
gether additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the same family 
as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times 
to make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning or 
end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, 
but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are 
worth a closer look, and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the 
shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No 
Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and 
you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round the backside of New Street at Birmingham or 
London Road at Leicester. It is one of the most astonishing transformations in London, a jump of 
a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic arcading of 
the Goods Station. London for a moment – and just for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, using 
two words where one will do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this 
place unbearably nostalgic...

The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-
east England from 1825 to 1863. The world's first public railway to use steam locomotives, its first 
line connected collieries near Shildon with Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees in County Durham, 
and was officially opened on 27 September 1825. The movement of coal to ships rapidly became 
a lucrative business, and the line was soon extended to a new port at Middlesbrough. While coal 
waggons were hauled by steam locomotives from the start, passengers were carried in coaches 
drawn by horses until carriages hauled by steam locomotives were introduced in 1833.
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St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, 
the others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one 
huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A 
vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times 
to make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid 
force of the beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind 
of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only true col-
our is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They 
are worth a closer look, and to get there turn right out of the station. The 
concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly 
clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness 
here, in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and 
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the others are put together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one 
huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast 
throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make 
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the shed is by Sir George Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and 
incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, in this competent reck-
oning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You 
might as well be round the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London 
Road at Leicester. It is one of the most astonishing transformations in Lon-
don, a jump of a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic 
red brick and hypnotic arcading of the Goods Station. London for a moment 
– and just for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, using two words where 
one will do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find 
this place unbearably nostalgic...

St Pancras is the most Continental of London train sheds. By comparison, the others are put together 
additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as Ham-
burg or Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to make 
enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning or end to jour-
neys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but its only 
true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the platform. They are worth a closer 
look, and to get there turn right out of the station. The concoction in front of the shed is by Sir George 
Gilbert Scott, incredibly clever in composition and incredibly heartless. No Victorian quaintness here, 
in this competent reckoning up of fees-per-crocket. Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You 
might as well be round the backside of New Street at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It 
is one of the most astonishing transformations in London, a jump of a hundred miles in a few yards, 
achieved with the unemphatic red brick and hypnotic arcading of the Goods Station. London for a mo-
ment – and just for a moment – seems fussy and flurried, using two words where one will do. Anyone 
whose heart was lost to bricky Leicestershire would find this place unbearably nostalgic...

The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-east 
England from 1825 to 1863. The world's first public railway to use steam locomotives, its first line 
connected collieries near Shildon with Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees in County Durham, and was 
officially opened on 27 September 1825. The movement of coal to ships rapidly became a lucrative 
business, and the line was soon extended to a new port at Middlesbrough. While coal waggons were 
hauled by steam locomotives from the start, passengers were carried in coaches drawn by horses until 
carriages hauled by steam locomotives were introduced in 1833.
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together additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the same 
family as Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated six-
teen times to make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the 
beginning or end to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image 
of British Rail’, but its only true colour is jet black. Gasholders loom up at the far end of the plat-
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Right again, and you are in Midland Road. You might as well be round the backside of New Street 
at Birmingham or London Road at Leicester. It is one of the most astonishing transformations in 
London, a jump of a hundred miles in a few yards, achieved with the unemphatic red brick and 
hypnotic arcading of the Goods Station. London for a moment – and just for a moment – seems 
fussy and flurried, using two words where one will do. Anyone whose heart was lost to bricky 
Leicestershire would find this place unbearably nostalgic...

The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-
east England from 1825 to 1863. The world's first public railway to use steam locomotives, its first 
line connected collieries near Shildon with Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees in County Durham, 
and was officially opened on 27 September 1825. The movement of coal to ships rapidly became 
a lucrative business, and the line was soon extended to a new port at Middlesbrough. While coal 
waggons were hauled by steam locomotives from the start, passengers were carried in coaches 
drawn by horses until carriages hauled by steam locomotives were introduced in 1833.
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er additively, like an English cathedral; this is one huge all-embracing sweep of the same family as 
Hamburg or Cologne. A vast throbbing hangar; the phrase needs to be repeated sixteen times to 
make enough weight in the book and convey the overwhelming solid force of the beginning or end 
to journeys. It is painted light as some kind of campaign to ‘brighten the image of British Rail’, but 
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The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-
east England from 1825 to 1863. The world's first public railway to use steam locomotives, its first line 
connected collieries near Shildon with Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees in County Durham, and was 
officially opened on 27 September 1825. The movement of coal to ships rapidly became a lucrative 
business, and the line was soon extended to a new port at Middlesbrough. While coal waggons were 
hauled by steam locomotives from the start, passengers were carried in coaches drawn by horses 
until carriages hauled by steam locomotives were introduced in 1833.
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